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Over the past 50 years, over 300 new infectious pathogens
have either newly emerged or else re-emerged into new territory where they have never been seen before, from Ebola in West
Africa and Zika in the Americas to new kinds of avian influenza
and super-drug-resistant bacteria. Such pathogens often affect
women disproportionately, thanks to patriarchal cultural norms,
biological differences, and social inequities that heighten women’s risk of exposure and of suffering more from severe diseases,
compared to men. Experts are bracing themselves for a catastrophic pandemic – one that would make one billion people sick,
kill 165 million, and cost the global economy trillions of dollars.
The conventional wisdom is that this rising threat is primarily
a biomedical problem, to be solved by scientists and clinicians.
Because of the pathways that new pathogens are exploiting today, however, biomedical defenses are unlikely to be sufficient.
Society-wide, multi-sectoral responses will be required.
By definition, there are no proven effective drugs and vaccines to treat and prevent never-before-seen contagions. And
as critical as it is that we continue to develop new drugs and
vaccines, relying on them to protect populations from novel
pathogens creates an inevitable mismatch. Developing new
drugs and vaccines is a linear process that takes years; meanwhile, pathogens newly introduced into susceptible populations
explode exponentially. By the time a proven effective Ebola vaccine becomes available, for example, the still-lingering epidemic
in West Africa will have long collapsed. Ebola will have burned
through entire populations, leaving behind only the dead and
the immune. The same is true of a Zika vaccine, which may take
between three and 10 years to get to market – long after Zika
washes over susceptible populations in the Americas and elsewhere, leaving a generation of disabled children in its wake.
But we don’t have to rely solely on biomedical methods to
contain new pathogens, resigning ourselves to rapidly spread-

ing outbreaks of untreatable disease. Pathogens are microscopic
and have no means of independent locomotion: it is human activity that gives them wings. If we muster the political will, the
impact of those activities on public health can be both detectable and subject to our intervention.

“It is human activity
that gives
pathogens wings”
Origins of new pathogens
Around 60 percent of the new pathogens that plague us today
originate in the bodies of animals. They cross over into our bodies when the environmental disruption of our cities and industrial activities destroys wildlife habitat, pushing wild species
into novel, intimate contact with human populations. Deforestation, for example, eradicates bat habitats, forcing bats to roost in
people’s farms and gardens instead of distant forests. As humans
and bats draw closer together, opportunities for the microbes
that live in their bodies to jump into ours grow. Epidemics of batderived Ebola, Marburg, and Nipah virus are one result.
Once emerged, these new pathogens have a wealth of opportunities to exploit in the global economy. The accelerating
process of urbanization is one. By the year 2030, the majority
of the human population will live in cities. But the teeming cities of tomorrow will not be orderly, sanitary metropolises like
Washington DC and Los Angeles. They will be more like Freetown
and Monrovia in West Africa, where people crowd into ad hoc
developments with minimal infrastructure. About two billion of
us will live in slums.
The influence of urbanization
Ebola and Zika are just two of the recent beneficiaries of this
ongoing process of urbanization. One important reason why the
2014 Ebola epidemic was bigger than all previous Ebola out-
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breaks combined is that within weeks of infecting its first victim, the virus had reached three capital cities with a combined
population of nearly three million. In no previous outbreak had
Ebola reached any place with more than a few hundred thousand inhabitants. Zika similarly exploited modern urban growth.
We have known about Zika since the mid-20th century. But until
it leapt out of equatorial Africa and Asia, the virus caused few
human infections – in part, because it was carried by a forest
mosquito that mostly bit forest animals, not humans. It was only
when Zika reached the tropical Americas – with their dramatically expanded urban areas and urban mosquitoes which exclusively bite humans – that it was able to explode.
Both Zika and Ebola are pathogens that affect women disproportionately. In West Africa, women who served as caretakers faced heightened risks of exposure to the virus, which is
acquired through contact with the bodies of sick patients. Zika
infection similarly exacts its heaviest toll on pregnant women
and their unborn children.

“Zika and Ebola
affect women
disproportionately”
The influence of domestic animals
It is not just human crowds that today’s pathogens can feast
upon. We have also provided them with crowds of domesticated animals. We have more animals under domestication today than in the last 10,000 years of domestication until 1960
combined. A growing proportion of those animals live in the
animal equivalent of slums: factory farms, in which thousands
of individuals are crammed together, breathing each other’s
exhalations and bathed in each other’s waste. Pathogens like
avian influenza have exploited such animal slums. In south
China, demand for cheap chicken has led to the growth of industrial farming of poultry along prime migratory routes for
wild waterfowl, which are reservoirs of avian influenza viruses.
Influenza-carrying waterfowl passing overhead spread influenza viruses into the crowded chicken farms below, allowing the
viruses to amplify, mutate, and become more virulent. Highly
virulent strains of avian influenza have been emerging with increasing frequency as a result. One such strain, ferried into the
US Midwest in 2014, caused the biggest epidemic of animal
disease in US history. Other strains, such as H5N1, can infect
humans as well as birds.1
Crowding in slums and on factory farms creates additional
transmission opportunities for pathogens by precipitating sanitary crises. Over two billion people around the world have no access to modern sanitation. They have long been preyed upon by

pathogens that spread through the oral-fecal route. Now, in addition to the global crisis in human waste management, we are
in thrall to a new crisis caused by the six billion tons of excreta
produced by livestock every year. These mountains of excreta
contain far more waste than can be absorbed by farmlands, so
farmers simply collect it in giant unlined cesspools such as socalled “manure lagoons.” When it rains, their contents spill out
in to the environment, contaminating people’s food and water.
Because the waste of one-half of the cattle on American feedlots
contains Shiga-toxin-producing E. coli, and cattle waste so frequently contaminates our food and water, some 70,000 Americans are infected with that pathogen every year.
The vulnerability of marginalized communities
In both poor and prosperous countries, it is often marginalized
communities that are most at risk of newly marauding pathogens. Housing crises, for example, both impoverish neighborhoods and create conditions ripe for outbreaks. Neglected minority communities along the US Gulf Coast, for example, suffer
repeated outbreaks of mosquito-borne disease, thanks to mosquitoes breeding in the overgrown lots of derelict homes and
stagnant water collecting in piles of uncollected trash. The 2008
foreclosure crisis in Florida, which led to scores of abandoned
homes where mosquitoes bred, precipitated the 2009 outbreak
of dengue there. Suggestively, in the Miami neighborhood first
colonized by Zika this summer, vacancy rates run five times
higher than the county average.2 In the city of Baltimore, near
where this writer lives, Aedes mosquitoes are three times more
abundant in poor neighborhoods compared to wealthy ones, researchers recently found, leaving impoverished, mostly minority
communities especially vulnerable to Zika, West Nile virus and
other pathogens.3

“We need to expand
our concept of public health
far beyond biomedicine”
The need for an expanded response to pathogens
With the US government seemingly unable to muster sufficient
funds to finance its health agencies to counter Zika, calling for an
expanded response to prevent contagions might seem foolhardy.
But that is exactly what we need. Biomedical strategies alone
take too long to contain outbreaks caused by novel pathogens
and are not equipped to counter the complex social, political,
and economic factors that drive them. To prevent the next pandemic, we will need to do things like restore wild habitats and
protect the most vulnerable among us, from factory farmed animals to slum dwellers. The first step will be to expand our con-
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cept of public health far beyond biomedicine, to include wildlife
biologists, veterinarians, farmers, social scientists, engineers,
anthropologists, politicians – and everyone in between as well.
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